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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10100-10402
X. SANCHEZ : BAGANAS/50

E. L. B.

MAJOR CITY : JAYAVE

21 Dec 56

X

30715

RINAT TYFYC ANQUAR MHAPRON

1. DIA 82265

2. DIA 78278

3. DIA 87122 (NOT SENT NEXT)

4. PLS PASS ANQUAR/1 DOLLARS 300.00 TO HGSA ACCOUNT 4137-5345-5191.

5. NE PASA 2'REE B, ADVISE STATUS ANQUAR/1 RESIDENT VISA FOR FAMILY.

6. INFORM ANQUAR/1 EFFORTS CONTINUE TO ARRANGE CONTACT WITH LOUIS GASAS. ALSO CHECKING TRAVEL OTHER ANQUAR/1 LEADS WHO TRAVEL OUTSIDE PERUMEN. HGSA FEELS MAXIMUM EFFORT MUST BE MADE FOR ANQUAR/1 TO MAKE INITIAL CONTACT WITH LEADS OUTSIDE PERUMEN WHEN THIS POSSIBLE.

7. PLS CONVEY HOLIDAY GREETINGS.

END OF MESSAGE

S/S/L 1/3/56

VIA A NEXT XXX

C/1

Edward A. MARELIUS
C/SAS/EOB
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